20. Oktober – Andreas Trotzke (Köln): Information structure and expressivity

27. Oktober – Paula Rubio-Fernández (Oslo): The psychophysics of referential communication: Discriminability vs informativity

3. November – Derya Cokal (Köln): What do plural pronouns tell us about disagreements? Profiling schizophrenia and emotional neglect linguistically

10. November – Paul Compensis (Köln): Differential object indexing in Bulgarian

01. Dezember – Craig Chambers (Toronto): Mind monitoring in little listeners

08. Dezember – Heiko Seeliger (Köln): And the winner is... How to make com-promises between illocution, information structure and prosodic requirements for accent placement

12. Januar, 17:00 – Dorothy Ahn (Rutgers): Demonstratives and the role of pointing

19. Januar – Umesh Patil (Köln): Computational cognitive model of pronoun resolution

Di. 25. Januar, 18:00 – Timo Buchholz (Köln): Intonation between phrasing and accent: Spanish and Quechua in Huari (Peru)

02. Februar – Anna Papafragou (UPenn): Event representations in cognition and language